
WEDNESDAY 
 
 
 

Lesson plan 14 - INTER/SENIOR ACRO CLASS 
 
PLEASE DO THE SET WARM UP VIDEO PROVIDED BEFORE YOU START ANY 
LESSON PLAN. 
 
Please see your Acro progression chart (found below) and work on the exercises 
you still need to gain on your level. 
 
HIIT WORKOUT: Please see the bingo card below for your hit workout.  
 

 
 
 
 
Bridge:  
 

1. Bridge waving (10 alternate hands) 
2. Bridge prances (6 alternate legs) 
3. Bridge with kick and jump  
4. Bridge & recover  

 
Now stretch the wrists out and rock and roll to stretch the back the other way 

Disclaimer 

Any person who participates in dance lesson plans 
from home provided by Susan’s Danstudio shall do 
so at his/her own risk. He/she shall assume all risk 
involved, including injury, damage, or liability 
sustained while participating. Susan’s Danstudio will 
not be held liable for any misfortune that may occur. 

 



Snakes and ladders game:  
Why not have a go at this Acro inspired snakes and ladders that I have attached on 
the website. See if you can get a family member to play along with you. If they don’t 
know how to do some of the movements you can turn teacher and help them to learn 
how.  
 
 
Tumbling: Only if you have enough space like the garden. Please only perform skills 
you are competent with or just need to improve.  
 

1. Cartwheels 4 ways  
2. Step hop cartwheel  
3. Roundoff (remember to spring up after you have landed like a rebound) 
4. Aerial (only if competent or if you have been working on it) 
5. Walkover forwards and backwards or handstand to bridge recover or 

backbend bridge kickover  
6. Handstand to forward roll if you are confident and have done this before 

 

Advanced tricks:  
 
Now take the time to go through any of your more advanced tricks that I have not 
included on here. Once again only do these if you are confident.  
 

Now walk through the show dance. please mark all your acro tricks this is just 
so that you can keep the routine in your head. 

 
Splits: Keep up with your splits to maintain flexibility over split if you are flat down.  
 
 
PLEASE DO THE SET COOL DOWN VIDEO PROVIDED WHEN YOU FINISH ANY 
LESSON PLAN. ALSO REMEMBER TO STRETCH THE WRISTS OUT AFTER 
ACRO.  
 

Well Done everyone! Hope this was all okay for you, missing you all and 
hoping to be back ASAP! Adam ☺ 

 

 
 

Please send us videos/photos of you working through your lesson 
plans at home, these may be posted to our Facebook page and or 

the Susan’s Danstudio website and whoever participates in this will 
be entered into a draw to win 1 month of free dance lessons when 

we return to the studio!  
 



☺☺☺ KEEP DANCING!!!! ☺☺☺ 

 
 



 

 
 


